Q2 2019

West White Rose
Project Update

LIVING QUARTERS UPDATE – MARYSTOWN, NL
The upper and lower sub modules of the living quarters were
mated in Q1, and since then extensive interior works have
been ongoing. This includes the installation of staircases,
HVAC piping, insulation and other interior infrastructure. At
the same time, assembly of the cabins that will be home for
the platform workers continues.

Installation of staircases.

Outfitting one of the 75 cabins for the West White Rose Platform
living quarters.

Windows being fitted and installed.

HVAC installation. A temporary floor is installed so workers
can safely access the ceiling.

CGS UPDATE – ARGENTIA, NL
Q2 saw the concrete gravity structure in Argentia start to change shape. Three of four quadrants were scheduled for slip forming
in 2019, and on April 20th, the northwest slip form operation began. This first slip form took 35 days to complete, and was
accomplished safely on May 24th. Once complete, the slip forming equipment was taken apart and reassembled on the southeast
quadrant. That slip form operation began on June 8th. Throughout these slip forms, workers at site have been focused on safe and
quality operations.
There’s an additional piece of equipment at site as well. During the winter months, the ALE SK-350 crane has been arriving on site.
This crane is one of the largest land-based mobile cranes in the world, and arrived at site in more than 100 individual shipment
containers. Commissioned in early July, this crane is capable of picking up the 200+ tonne decks and pre-cast concrete roof
sections for the interior of the CGS, and placing them down inside the completed structure.

The completed northwest slip form to the left and the southeast
slip form to the right.

Aerial view of CGS, with open perimetre cells of the northwest and

southeast quadrants.

SK-350 crane, dwarfing the 46m high concrete gravity structure in the Argentia Graving Dock.

CGS UPDATE – ARGENTIA, NL
Husky Chief Operating Officer Rob Symonds (left) took an up
close and personal look at the SK 350 crane during a recent
tour with Husky CGS Director Gordon Phillips.

Decks for the interior of the CGS are pre-assembled in a yard
adjacent to the structure. The SK 350 crane will lift them down
inside the shaft of the CGS, making the installation safer and
more efficient.

TOPSIDES UPDATE – INGLESIDE, TX
At the yard in Ingleside, the load out support frame is
being constructed quayside. The completed topsides
will be stacked on top of this structure, for load out to
the barge that will transport the structure to NL water.
The topsides levels are so large that they are divided
into separate zones for fabrication: this is so that they
can fit into the blast and paint hall. Once painted,
they’ll be assembled into full decks. These cellar and
middle decks will soon start going vertical as they are
stacked.

Various zones of the topsides being assembled in the Ingleside Yard.
At the top of the photo, next to the water, is the load-out support frame or LSF.
Expected to be completed construction later this year, the LSF will eventually weigh 2,263
tonnes and will carry the completed topsides. The topsides will be constructed on top, and
the LSF will then be loaded on a barge for transport to NL waters.

IN THE COMMUNITY

Husky Energy was proud to sponsor the 2019 Age Friendly Expo again this year. Kathy Knox, manager of regulatory and industrial benefits, and Jessica Hefford,
Information Officer, were on site to share project information with visitors to the West White Rose Project booth.

The Argentia Graving Dock generates a lot of beverage recycling in one year, and those recycling dollars are being put to good use at Laval High School and St.
Anne’s Academy. The SDP general partnership and Husky Energy matched the funds received from the recycling program, donating a total of $10,308.30 in June.

SDP, the general partnership building the concrete gravity structure
in Argentia, were out in full force again this year for Environment Day.
Workers from the Argentia Graving Dock site planted 20 trees around
Placentia during the event.

Interested in learning more about the
project? Visit our project Information
Office in the Placentia Mall. Jessica is
there to anwer your questions, Monday
to Friday, 10:00a.m. to 2:00p.m.

